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@ V Semester B'Sc. Examination, Nov./Dec. 2013
(New Scheme) (semester scheme) (2013 -14 & Onwards)

PHYSICS - VI
Astrophysics, Solid State Physics and Semiconductor Physics

Time : 3 Hours Max' Marks : 70

lnstruction: Answer 5 questions from Part - A, 5 questions from Part - B and

5 questions from Part - C.

PART _ A

l. Answerany f ive of the following. Each question carries eight marks. (5x8=40)

1) a) Define apparent magnitude and absolute magnitude of a star. Hence, obtain

the distance modulus expression.

b) Obtain an expression for core temperature of a star. (a+al

2) a) obtain an expression for pressure gradient of a star.

b) What are Black Holes and event horizon ? Write the expression for

Schwarzschild's radius. (a+a)

3) a) What are Miller indices ? Explain the procedure of finding these Miller

indices with an examPle'

b) What is Fermi level ? Write the expression for density of electronic states

per unit volume of the free electron gas (case of three dimensions) and

explain the symbols. Show, graphically, the variation of density of states

with energy of the electron. $+al

4) a) What is Compton effect ? Obtain an expression for Compton shift in

wavelength.

b) Write the expression for thermal conductivity of metals on the basis of

free electron model and explain the symbols. (6+2)

P.T.O.
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5) a) what is superconductivity ? Define the terms criticaltemperature, critical

field and critical current density'

DistinguishbetweenTypeIandTypeIlsuperconductors.
(a+a)

obtain an expression for hole concentration in an intrinsic semiconductor'

Write the expressions for electron and hole concentrations in an extrinsic

semiconductor. How does the temperature affect the charge carrier

concentration ? 
(5+3)

What is transition or junction capacitance of a p - n junction diode ?

Explain.

b) Distinguish between p - n junction diode and Zener diode' (a+a)

B) with a hybrid equivalent circuit of a cE transistor amplifier, obtain expresslons

for current gain, voltage gain, input impedance and output impedance' 8

PART _ B

ll.  Answeranyfiveofthefol lowing.Eachquestioncarriesfourmarks' 
(5x4=20)

1) calculate the gravitational binding energy of the Barnard star of radius

z.ggx 108 m and mass 4.6 x t o2e kg. lf the star were to shrink to half this

size, calculate the thermal energy liberated' G = 6'67 x 10-11 N m2 kg-2'

2) calculate the mass of a main sequence star that has a luminosity 50 times

that of Sun. Mass of Sun =2x 1030 kg.

3)ThestarSirius_Aemitspeakintensityatawave|engthofSO4.2nm.Calcu|ate
its luminositY'

Given : Radius of Sirius - fi = 1 '32x109 m' Wien'sconstant =2'8gx 10-3 mK

Stefan's constant, o = 5'68 x 10-B Wm-2 K4'

4) X - rays of wavelength 0.71 A 
"r. 

reflected from the (1 1O) plane of a rock

salt crystal of lattice constant a = 2.82 A . cut.ulate the corresponding

glancing angle for second order reflection'

2

b)

6) a)

b)

7) a)
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5) A current of 50 A is established in a copper slab of thickness 0'5 cm and

width 2cm.The slab is placed in a magnetic field of 1.5 T. The magnetic field

is perpendicular to the plane of the slab and to the current. The f ree electron

concentration density in copper is 8.48 x 1028 electrons/m3' Find the

magnitude of Hall voltage developed across the width of the slab' Given :

Charge on electron = 1.6 x 10-1e C'

6) A battery of emf 2V is applied across the block of a semiconductor of length

0.1 m and area of cross section 1 x 10a m2. rf the brock is of intrinsic silicon

at 300 K, find the magnitude of total current'

Given : For Silicon at 300 K,

electron mobility' F" = 0'135 m2 v-1 s-1

hole mobility, lrn = o'048 m2 v-1 s-1

intrinsic carrier concentration' n' = 1'5 x 1016 m-3

e =  1 .6  x  10-19  C

7) A load resistanc e ol2kQ is connected in the collector branch of an amplifier

circuit using a transistor in common-emitter mode' The current gain I = 150 '

The input resistance of the transistor is 1 kQ. lf the input current is changed

by 50 pA, (a) by what amount does the output vo|tage change and (b) what

is the Power gain ?

B) calculate the current through the load resistance R1, voltage dcfosS R1'

diode power and load power in the circuit shown below.

Ru= 1 kQ
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PART- C

lll. Answerany five of the following. Each question carriestwo marks. (5x2=10)

a) Why is the bolometric correction always negative for any star ?

b) Compare the color of class 'O' star with that of class 'M' star justifying your
answer.

c) An external magnetic field applied on a superconducting material may destroy
its superconductivity. Explain.

d) ls Bloch theorem applicable to constant potential ? Justify.

e) What is the probability of finding an electron at Fermi level at

i )  T = 0 K a n d

i i )  T > 0 K ?

f) In what direction does the Fermi level move in a semiconductor doped with
donor impurity as the temperature increases ?

g) The ratio of number of electrons to holes in an intrinsic semiconductor at
temperature T is x. What happens to this ratio when the temperature is
increased to 2T ? Justify.

h) Why are Si and Ge not used in the construction of LEDs ?
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